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The surface density p is a given function of the coordinates of Q ; let it be expanded in a series of Laplace's functions or surface harmonics, thus p= F0+ Yl + F24- .........
Substituting these values of p and l/R in the expression for V, we have by the theorems I. and II. in Arts. 288, 289,
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I according as r' is less or greater than a. The first of these two : j expansions gives the potential at any internal point, the second at\* ^ any external point.                                                                        •
"•"""If Yn is expressed as a function of the angular coordinates (6, </>) of Q, then as already explained (Art. 289) Yn' is the value of Yn when the polar coordinates #', <f>' of the attracted point P have been written for (6, <f>). If however Yn is expressed as a homogeneous function of the Cartesian coordinates (#, y, z) of Q,                      IfJ
then Y^ is obtained from Yn by \vriting the Cartesian coordinates of P for (xy y, z) and multiplying the result by (a/r')n.
We notice that by Art. 86, the potentials at two inverse points I
' • are connected by the equation Y'=~Vajr'*    It follows that either •
; 1 of the series in the brackets must change into the other when wet
/'*   write a?jrf for r'.                                                                           \
' . V   "     295'   -^x* •*••    •2^Lsur^ace ^ens^^ at any P°in* <9 of a sphere is a quadratic *.      Junction of the Cartesian coordinates of Q.   Find the potential at any point whose ^/^coordinates are (#', y', z').
Let the surface density p be given by p = Ax'2+By2+ Czz + 2Dyz-1f'2Ezx + '2Fxy. Let us represent this function by/(;c, y, z).
As this function would be a spherical harmonic if A + B + C = Q, we make the necessary expansion in surface harmonics by subtracting and adding G( where 3G=A + B + C.   We therefore have p = F0 + 72 , where
The required potential at the point P is therefore
(a\2 ~ ) '
and Y0' = Go?.    Substituting these values for F0' and r2' iQ the formulas for V and F' the required potentials have been found.
Ex. 2.   The surface density at any point of a sphere is p=mxy : show that its
potential at any point (a/, #', z') is   T     #'2/' or -~— #'?/' ( p ) > according as the point is within or without the sphere.
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